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1442 South A Street
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Child’s Name: ________________________
Birth Date: ________________________
Today’s Date: ________________________
Person(s) Completing Form: ______________

Instructions:






Please answer all of the following questions by checking the appropriate box with a
check mark (! ).
If there is more than one parent or caregiver raising the child, please complete this
form together.
Take time to discuss each question before answering, and please do not rush through.
Please realize that all children will have some of these characteristics some of the time,
so do not be alarmed as you are completing this questionnaire!
Thank you for completing this questionnaire, and please remember to bring it to your
child’s next appointment.

Does Your Child:
Not At All

A Little

Make careless mistakes in schoolwork
Have difficulty keeping attention (tasks/play)
Seem not to listen when spoken to
Have difficulty organizing tasks & activities
Avoid /dislike tasks requiring sustained thought
Often lose things necessary for tasks/projects
Become easily distracted by extraneous stimuli
Often seem forgetful in daily activities
Fidget with hands/squirm in seat
Leave their seat when sitting still is required
Run about or climb excessively
Seem “on the go”, or “driven by a motor”
Have difficulty awaiting their turn
Interrupt or intrude on others’ conversations
Talk excessively
Blurt out answers before questions completed

-Please Turn Over To Complete 2nd Side-

A Lot

Always

Not At All

A Little

A Lot

Always

Lose his/her temper
Seem touchy or easily annoyed by others
Actively defy requests or rules
Deliberately annoy others
Blame others for his/her own mistakes
Argue with adults
Seem angry or resentful
Seem spiteful or vindictive
Swear or use obscene language
Steal without confronting victim
Steal and confront victim
Run away
Lie
Deliberately set fires

Skip school without your knowledge
Physically harm animals
Deliberately destroy another’s property
Use a weapon in a fight

Initiate physical fights
Been physically cruel to people (e.g. bully)
Broken into a car, house, or business
Seem fearful, anxious, or worried
Seem self-conscious, or easily embarrassed
Seem afraid to try new things fearing mistakes
Feel worthless or inferior
Blame self for problems, or feel guilty
Seem sad, unwanted, lonely, depressed
Have their feelings easily hurt
Seem clingy, needing constant reassurance
Seem moody, with quick & drastic changes
Seem shy
Want to run things, be in charge
Boast and brag

Comments:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

